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Overall assessment The current manuscript presents new research regarding the longterm assessment of fire danger based on hydrological data. Overall, it is an interesting
study and the manuscript itself is well written. There are some points that could be
improved, as highlighted in the following.
Minor comments Section 2.1: In its current form, this section would be more suited to
a technical report document, rather than to a scientific publication. I would appreciate
it if the authors revised their text, avoiding the bullet-style format. L115: Is there any
reference that could be used for supporting the statement that GACCs exhibit similar
fire weather types? Table 1: Discussion of results should be removed from the legend
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of the Table, which should only provide information about the data presented. L219222: Some references on the different behavior of different vegetation types would
enhance the statement made here. L229-236: This paragraph is mostly a repetition
from the Introduction. I believe it does not add anything to the discussion and could be
thus removed.
Technical remarks L56: "far away" L70: "Behrangi et al. (2016)" L85: "hypothesis"
Fig.1 : Please, annotate the different panels of the figure (a, b, c, ..) Equations: Please,
number all the equations present in the manuscript. Section "Results" is not numbered.
Same for "Discussion and Conclusions". L166: "evergreen vegetation". L172,175:
"herbaceous vegetation". L184: "worst" instead of "least".
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